Introduction
The theory begins with the de nition of an elementary property of a pair of real linear subspaces, say the row spaces of two real matrices. The signature function Orthogonal pairs of subspaces, and, more generally, dual pairs of oriented matroids, never have common covectors.
The Electric Network Model. This section distills material from 11, 12, 18, 21, 26, 29, 30, 34] . A nite, lumped analog DC electric network model is a set of devices and a network graph which represents their interconnection. The graph nodes model maximally connected electrically conducting regions typically comprised of physically connected metal wires. Some graph edges correspond to idealized two terminal electrical devices such as voltage sources (batteries), resistors, diodes, etc. Each terminal is identi ed with a node. Every two terminal device will be identi ed with its edge. Other devices such as transistors, ideal operational ampli ers, and other kinds of controlled sources have three or more terminals. For each device, the model has some edges between some pairs of that device's terminals. See 
12, Ch. 13].
The usual schematic diagram of such a network uses solid lines for the wires, dots for wire junctions and standard symbols for the devices. See parts (a-c) of Figure 1 and Figure 4 for examples. The edges for devices with three or more terminals are usually omitted. One node is often distinguished as the \ground." The ground node is understood to be connected by wires between multiple ground symbols in addition to the explicit wire lines.
Let E be the set of network graph edges. The matroids that motivate our subject all have ground sets that are either subsets of E or subsets of disjoint unions of copies of E. Many are graphic or cographic.
The electric network model determines a set of real equations on 2jEj variables:
Variable v e for e 2 E represents the potential di erence or voltage between the endpoints of e, and i e represents the rate of charge ow or current through edge e. Flow is conserved at nodes. The equations fall into two classes: the structural laws (Kirchho 's laws) and the constitutive laws (the device characteristics). Kirchho 's voltage law (KVL) says v E = (v e ; e 2 E) is in the cocycle space of the network graph. Kirchho 's current law (KCL) says (i e ; e 2 E) belongs to the cycle space. See 21, 29, 30] . The fact that these spaces are orthogonal is known in the electric circuit theory literature as Tellegen's theorem. The constitutive law for a voltage source edge e (i.e., an ideal battery) is v e equals a constant. For current source edge e, i e equals a constant. These constants are considered independent \input signals" to the system. They will generally be parameters. Notice that when, say, e is a voltage source, the current i e is an unknown variable.
The constitutive law for a positive, linear resistor edge e is called Ohm's law: v e = r e i e , where constant r e > 0 is called the resistance (of e). The reciprocal g e = r ?1 e is called the conductance. For a diode the law is i e = D(v e )?D(0) where D : R ! R + is exponential. For a more realistic model with reverse breakdown, this current function would be onto R but still monotonic. An ideal operational ampli er device has 4 terminals and two disjoint edges, say e and f. The output edge f is incident to the ground. The constitutive law is v e = 0 and i e = 0. This law is the limit, as A goes to in nity and v f is bounded, of the more realistic (DC) law i e = 0 and v f = Av e . The constant A here is called the open loop gain, which is typically at least 10 5 and is over 10 7 in some modern commercial units 23].
Either model is a good approximation when the non-ideal operational ampli er has su ciently large gain, the system is stable (as a dynamic system stabilized by feedback), and the voltages and currents of the ampli er are within the ranges for \active operation." See 12, Ch. 9 and 11].
Definition 0.3. The network model is called well-posed when for all real values for the input signal parameters, the equations (in the voltage and current variables) have a unique solution. Otherwise it is ill-posed.
The linear or non-linear constitutive laws for many devices other than the (constant) sources are generally known only approximately. The central motivating question for this paper is what combinatorial properties of the network graph can distinguish three possibilities: (1) the network model is well-posed for every choice of continuous, monotone increasing constitutive law functions; (2) the model is well-posed for some and ill-posed for other choices of such constitutive laws; (3) the model is ill-posed for all such choices. In this paper, we will relate the answer to this question given by 18, 19, 20, 12, Ch. 31] and work cited below to results about the common covector problem for oriented matroid pairs. For example, the uniqueness proofs given when the constitutive laws for two terminal devices are monotone cite Tellegen's theorem. However, they only use the its consequence that the network graph's cycle and cocycle spaces over R E have no common covector.
We analyze the voltage divider in part (a) of Figure 1 for an example. Let us eliminate the current and voltage variables for the voltage source V 0 . Kirchho 's laws constrain the rest of the voltages v = (v e ; v f ) and currents i = (i e ; i f ) to a ne lines in R 2 . The equations below show representative homogeneous coordinates in R 3 of the points on these lines as s and t range over R. The corresponding R 2 coordinates v and i are also shown. The cocycle and cycles spaces of the 2 edge circuit graph are denoted by C ? and C respectively. This graph is the contraction by edge V 0 of the original network graph. Let G be a network graph with nullators P and norators Q. After eliminating both variables for each edge in P U, the voltages feasible under KVL are the cocycles C ?
V of the voltage graph G=PnQ. The feasible currents are the cycles C I of the current graph G=QnP. Such distinct graphs to represent KVL and KCL constraints for nullator and norator models as well as models with controlled sources are described in 10, 26, 11, 18, 19, 34] The role of common bases in telling if an electric network model is well-posed with generic coe cients in linear constitutive laws is apparent in 18, 19] and is treated explicity in 29, 30, 34] . 6, 8, 7] . Ported matroid Tutte polynomials 9] will be extended to oriented matroids and applied to electric problems in a future publication.
Section 1 begins with theorems that show that natural conditions on the ranks of two oriented matroids and their union are su cient for them to have a common covector. G. Ziegler mentioned 44] that such results could be proved using the methods of 5]. However, our proofs construct the covector by elementary algorithms.
The rank conditions do not apply to those cases of the linear subspace (i.e., realizable oriented matroid) common covector problem that are formulated to distinguish possibilities (1) from (2) among the three possibilities given after de nition (0.3). Instead, in these cases, a common covector exists if and only if there are terms of opposite sign in the Laplace expansions of certain determinants. In section 1.1 we prove that the natural generalization of this term sign condition to general oriented matroid chirotopes implies that common covectors exist. We leave as an open problem the converse. A combinatorial proof of the converse might lead to algorithms that search for \substructures" (i.e., minors) in electrical networks and other nonlinear systems that are necessary and su cient for non-uniqueness in some instances of systems with a given \structure." In the graph of a network that includes transistors, each transistor appears as a triangle with one distinguished edge 1 Section 5 has some rather pessimistic facts about the computational complexity of the common covector problem. First, when rank(M ? L ) + rank(M R ) < jEj, the common covector problem (even in the realizable case) is strongly NP-complete. Second, the case relevant to the given applications (complementary rank and free union) includes the (complement of the) sign non-singularity (SNS) question for square matrices of signs 3]. This problem is known to be polynomial time equivalent to the even cycle problem for digraphs 22]. These problems have been recognized as deep, unsolved combinatorial problems for which it is unknown whether they lie in complexity classes P, NP-complete or in between 22, 39] .
Rigidity and Elasticity. It would be interesting to know electrical analogs of rigidity 17] properties, or if some rigidity properties are equivalent to no common covectors. We mention the basic analogies. Stress (a signed scalar for each bar) in 1 The distinguished edge represents the emitter and collector terminal pair. a multidimensional bar framework is an analog of edge conductance in an electrical network: the force vector in a bar is analogous to current; joint position is analogous to absolute node potential. The fact that a non-zero stress must be positive in some edges and negative in others is a manifestation of the fact that the (dual pair of) graphic and cographic oriented matroids of the same graph have no common covector. We therefore note that the electric network analysis problem \given the conductances nd the voltages" and the problem applicable to rigidity analysis \determine what stresses a given framework can sustain" are opposite problems.
The electrical analog of an elastic \spring" network with some vertices pinned is a network with xed positive conductances whose only sources are voltage sources all joined at a common node. The elastic analog of parts (b-c) of Figure 1 
Common Covector Existence Theorems
The rst theorem is used for the others. Its proof contains an algorithm to construct a common covector e ciently by composing covectors with cocircuits. A later step will make C(f) = D(f) true again. The common value will then be non-zero so neither C(f) nor D(f) will change again. Therefore the execution must terminate after jRj + jSj or fewer composition steps.
The next lemma is a special case of the theorem that follows it. Hence there are cocircuits described by the tableau pair shown in part (b) of Figure  3 . Lemma 1.2 can now be applied to the cocircuits whose support is contained in EnH. To conveniently denote submatrices of these tableax, we assume E is ordered with the subset B c 1 \B c 2 coming rst, followed by B 2 nB 1 , B 1 nB 2 and nally B 1 \B 2 . Let P be the submatrix of the tableau for M ? L whose rows are indexed by B 2 nB 1 and whose columns are indexed by B 1 nB 2 . When this tableau is restricted to rows B 2 nB 1 , matrix P appears as a block in 0 I P ] where I is the identity matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by B 2 nB 1 .
Similarly, let Q denote the block with columns B 2 nB 1 in 
Sandberg-Willson Theory and its Dual
Consider the problem to solve the equation AF(x)+Bx = c for x 2 R n , where A and B are n n matrices, F : R n ! R n has the form F(x) k = f k (x k ) with each f k being a strictly monotone increasing function from R onto R, and AF(x) denotes the real column vector whose kth entry is P A ki f i ( 
Sign Solvability and Computational Complexity
A sign matrix A is by de nition an L-matrix if every real matrix with sign pattern A has all linearly independent rows. A square L-matrix is said to be sign non-singular (SNS, see 3] for a discussion of these topics.) We show that A is not an L-matrix is equivalent to a pair of rather simple linear subspaces (i.e., realized oriented matroids) having a common covector. 
